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of a clàim, which is to be sorted out durg a flexible
pretral process. Rule 8(a)(2) of the Federal Rules

only requires that a complàint contàn "a short and
plai statement of the claim showing that the pleader

is entitled to relief." A complait is deemed to be

recòvered $226 miltionorìdairiofinliciòui'

suffcient if it gives the defendant fai notice of what
the plaitiffs claim is and the grounds upon which it

prosecution and abuse of prociSs asserlèd against'

rests. In Conley v. Gibson,l the Supreme Cour held

brought against it li a pat6it troll,antflateY. .
the patent troll andrèlatèd parties. . .

that a complàint could not be dismissed for faiure to
state a claim unless it appeared beyond a doubt that
the plaintiff could prove no set of facts, in support of

Patent inngement litigation seems to be parcularly susceptible to use in litigation extortion schemes.

his claim, which would entitle him to relief.

Patent cases can be enormously expensive to defend,

the courts have strggled with the low threshold

and often result in protracted litigation. Recently,
there have been notable cases involving patent hold-

requirements of notice pleadings under the Federal
Rules, recognzing the enormous expense of proceed-

ing companies fig numerous pàtent cases agaist

ing with discovery in complex patent and antitrst

target companies, without any basis for alegig

infrngement, in the hope of forcing the defendants to
pay "settlements" and avoid the high cost of defending the lawsuits. The imposition of Rule 11 sanctions

The Federal Rules permt broad discovery. At times,

cases. For example, in Asahi Glas Co. v. Pen

tech

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.2 Judge Posner sàid, "Some
threshold of plausibility must be crossed at the outset

before a patent antitrst case should be permtted to

has been an ineffective deterrent in such schemes

go into its inevitably costly and protracted discovery

that involve multiple lawsuits, because the sanctions
imposed in one
case often are offset by the profits
from the other lawsuits in which the defendants pàid
to settle. However, compensatory damages and pun-

phase."
Recently, in Belt Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, the

tive damages, avaiable as a remedy for malcious
prosecution, can provide an effective deterrent by

makg a litigation extorton scheme unprofitable.

Federal Civi Procedure
Can Be Exploited in Patent
Litigation Extortion Schemes
The adoption of the Federal Rules of Civi Procedure many years ago created a new notice-pleading

paràdigm that largely elimiated hurdles imposed by
old fact pleadig procedures. Under the relaxed pleading standards of the Federal Rules, the idea was not
to keep litigants out of cour but rather to keep them
in. The procedure is intended to focus on the merits
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Supreme Cour noted concern over alowing a plaitiff with a largely groundless clài to "take up the
time of a number of other people, with the right to
do so representing an in terrorem increment of the
settement value."3 The Twombly court recognzed

that "the theat of discovery expense wi push costconscious defendants to sette even anemic cases

before reaching" sumar judgment proceedings

or tral. The Supreme Court has acknowledged "the
common lament that the success of judicial supervsion in checking discovery abuse has been on the
modest side."

In patent cases, relevant discovery may include
information concernng the state of the ar when
the invention was made, the level of ski in the ar,

contemporaneous technology developed by others,
products that were "on sale" or in public use more
than a year before the patent application was fied,
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and information published anywhere in the world. If

Rule 11 Does Not Provide a

pursued aggressively, discovery can be a massive and
complex process. The cost of defending an "average"

Suffcient Deterrent to Patent
Litigation Extortion Schemes

patent case has been estimated to be in the range of
$2 milion dollars, with many cases costing much
more. The theat of high defense costs provides a significant incentive for a defendant to payoff a patentee plaintiff, even if the asserted patent infrngement

claim has little or no merit.
In the recent case of Eon-Net, L.P. v. Flagstar Ban-

corp, Inc.,4 the plaintiff patent holding company fied
at least 27 complaints against different paries, and
followed servce of the complaint with a cheap offer

Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Civi Procedure

imposes a threshold requirement that must be met
before a complaint is fied in federal cour. However,
the sanctions available under Rule 11 may be insuf-

ficient to deter litigation extortion schemes involvig
multiple lawsuits, because a cour is limited to imposing sanctions based on the cae curently before the
court, and cannot sanction a par for conduct in

of settement for a fraction of the cost of litigation. In

other cases. Possible Rule 11 sanctions for the failure

that case, the cour found:

to investigate are balanced agàinst an economy of
scale, initiated by filing numerous lawsuits that wi

Eon-Net has made the faiure to investigate or

settle cheaply.

identify inging technology the halark of

Under Rule 11, every paper fied with the court
must be signed. The signature is a certfication that
the pleading complies with the requirements of the

its litigation plan. Possible repercussions for
failure to investigate are balanced against an
economy of scale effected by fing numerous

lawsuits which wi cheaply settle. Here, it
appear that Eon-Net began its investigation

of Flagstar only after it realzed that Flagstar
would not pay the "inexpensive" settlement.
In the recent case of Verve LLC v. Hypercom

Corp.,s the plaintiff patent holding company filed
patent infgement suits against the same defendant
in Michigan, Texas, California, and commenced an
investigation before the International Trade Commission. Other companes in the same industr were sued
as well, in contemporaneously fied lawsuits. Servce

of the complàint was withheld in each case whie
the defendants were given a period of time to make
a "settement" offer to the plaintiff. The cour found
no evidence of any pre-fiing investigation, for the

rue. By signing a pleading, an attorney certifies, inter

alia, that to the best of his or her knowledge, information and belief, formed through an inqui reasonable
under the 'Crcumstaces, the alegations and factual
contentions in the pleadig have evidentiar support.
The signer also certfies that the pleading is not being
fied for any improper purose.

Prior to signing a complaint, a litigant must fufi
the affrmative duty to conduct a reasonable inquir

into the facts and the law. In a patent inngement
case, the patentee must conduct a reasonable investi-

gation to determne whether the products accused of
infrngement actualy innge the asserted patent.7 A
patentee is requied to demonstrate that an adequate
pre-fing investigation was performed whenever it is
chalenged.8

In a patent case, Rule 11 "requieEs), at a mi-

asserted patent inngement claims.
These two recent cases demonstrate that patent
litigation extortion schemes are an unfortunate
reality in our federal court system. Such cases are
prosecuted by patent holding companies, referred

mum, that an attorney interpret the asserted patent
claims and compare the accused device with those

to by many as "patent trolls," that operate in an
industry that Justice Anthony Kennedy describes

accused device.

in his concurrng opinion in Ebay Inc. v. MercEx-

change LLC as one "in which firms use patents
not as a basis for producing and sellng goods but,
instead, primarily for obtaining licensing fees." Patent infringement lawsuits or threats of lawsuits can

claims before fing a clài alegig infngement."9
The attorney must have a reasonable basis for fidig

infrgement of at least one claim of the patent by the

The claim interpretation should follow the standard caons of clàim constrction, comport with
the plain meaning of the clàim language, be reasonably supported by the intrsic record, and remàin

consistent with the patent's wrtten description or

be used as a "bargaining tool to charge exorbitant

prosecution history. In order to perform a proper
claim construction analysis, the plaitiff must obtain

fees to companies that seek to buy license to prac-

a copy of the publicly avaiable Patent and Trademark

tice the patent."6

Offce (PTO) fie for the patent application that issued

This ràises a question concernng how such abuses
of the legal system can be effectively curbed.

2

as the asserted patent. The importce of the PTO
application fie is two-fold. Changes made durg
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prosecution of a patent application by amendment,

prior to fiing suit.l6 In the View Engineerig case, the

or in an arguent, can restrct the scope afforded to

Federa Circuit sàid that several hundred thousand

a patent and can legaly foreclose inngement clàims

dollars would not be an uneasonable investigation

against certn tyes of products. Secondly, an argu-

expense to ascertàin that the infgement alegations

ment presented to the patent examiner requesting the

have evidentiar support.

application to issue as a patent, that ascribes paricular signficance to a term in a patent, wi be definitive

patentee faied to perform an adequate pre-fig

for puroses of patent clài constrction.

In the case of Judin v. United States, the plaitif

investigation. In that case, the Federal Circuit held

An attorney simply canot rely on his clients pre-

that the tral cour abused its discretion by not sanc-

fig investigation and patent claim analysis. The

tioning Judi. Judi fied a complaint aleging patent

attorney must perform his or her own independent

infngement by US Posta Servce bar code scaners.

clàim analysis of the asserted patent.10

The patentee went to an industr exhbition, was

In order to demonstrate that an adequate prefig investigation was conducted, an attorney may

famiiar with trade publications, techncal specifcations, and commercial literatue, and observed the

prepare clài char comparg the elements of the

accused product from a distace but did not attempt

patent clàis to the avaiable inormation describing
the strctue, fuction and operation of the accused
products.ll However, there is clearly no require-

test the accused product. The Federal Cìrcuit summa-

to obtàin a sample of the accused product, and did not
rized the patentee's pre-fiing investigation as follows:

ment that clàim char be prepared.l2 If claim chars
are prepared and relied on as evidence of a prefiing investigation, the chars must provide suffcient
inormation to objectively show a good faith basis for
concluding that the accused products infrge at least
one claim of each asserted patent.

The information set forth in the claim charts

Sometime prior to the fig of the complait,

Judi observed bar code scaners in use at

a post offce. He also attended a scag
industr exhbition and was familar with
trade publications, techncal specifcations,
literatue some of which sugand commercial

must confrm that a reasonable effort was made to

gested that Governent agencies were' pur-

ascertain evidentiary support and demonstrate that

chasing bar code scaners. Judi did not ask

the accused products wil meet the key limitations

the Posta Servce for a sample of the device or

of the patent claims.13 Claim charts that merely

otherwse tr to obtàn one.

mimic the language of the patent claims, without
recitation of a suffcient evidentiary basis for the

Judin presented his observations to attorney

conclusions, are insuffcient. In the case of EonNet, P.L. v. Flagstar Bancorp, Inc.,14 the patentee

distance the accused devices in use in a post

argued that it examined information on the accused
infrnger's Web site, construed the claims of the pat-

Van Der Wal, who also observed from a

offce, but otherwse conducted no investigation. Neither Van Der Wall nor Judi

ent, compared the asserted claims to the informa-

contacted the Postal Servce, or any manufac-

tion available on the Web site, and prepared a claim
chart. The court found the claim charts insuffcient
to establish that an adequate pre-filing investiga-

tuer, in order to gai access to the accused

tion was performed under an objectively reasonable

standard.
Rule 11 requires an investigation that is "reasonable under the circumstances." The Federal Circuit

has not imposed an absolute requiement that a
patentee must obta or test a sample of the accused

devices or to inquire about their operation.
Van Der Wal relied on Judi with respect to
the factual basis of the complait, believing

that reliance on Judi was reasonable due to
Judi's experience, his credentials, and his

time in industr. Van Der Wal stated that he
examied one of the asserted patent claims
and "saw no problem with it."17

product prior to fig suit. The level of investigation

requied in a particular case depends on both the time
avaiable to investigate and the probability that more

investigation wi reveal important evidence. However, if samples of the accused product are readily
available, the case law suggests that a patentee should

obtain samples and test them for infrngement.1S At

least one court has said that Rule 11 requies that
the accused infrnging products be fuly investigated
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In the case of Refac International, Ltd. v. Hitachi
Ltd.,18 the plaintiff patentee also performed an inad-

equate pre-fig investigation. In that case, the plai-

tiffs president was an experienced patent attorney.
In the Refac case, the plaintiff accused a number
of defendants of patent infgement based on the
plàintiffs contention that every modern LCD product

marketed at the time suit was fied relied on one or
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more of the claims described by the plaintiffs patents.
However, this was an unjustified assumption, because
LCD devices could be made containing circuitr ante-

dating the patents.

Even if an adequate pre-fiing investigation is
conducted for one accused product, Rule 11 may be
violated if the pre-fing investigation is inadequate

for any other accused product. In the Refac case,

was: (1) motivated by malice; (2) begu without
probable cause; (5) termnated in plaintiffs favor and
(6) damaged plaintiff."22 As wi be seen from the

discussion below, if a patent ingement action is
fied without probable cause, the requied element

of malice may be inferred, and the accused inger
need only wàit until the patent cae' is termated in
its favor before fing a malcious prosecution clàim in

the record demonstrated that "not al of the accused

retaation.

products were examed before the fiing of the com-

Probable Cause

plait." Sanctions in the amount of $1,446,511 were

assessed under Rule 11 because "Refac assumed
without justication that al of the accused products

violated one or more of its patents, but made no reasonable (or any) investigation to conf ths."

In a malcious prosecution cae, the plaitiff must

prove the absence of probable cause for institution of
the prior proceeding. The existence of probable cause
is measured by the objective stadad of Rule 11 of the

The opportnity for fuer discovery is not an

Federa Rules of Civi Procedure.23 In the Verve, LLC

excuse for faing to investigate adequately before fi-

v. Hypercom Corp. case, the cour said, "In the patent

ing suit. In Judi, the Federal Circuit said that Rule.

11 "requires that the inqui be underten before the
suit is fied, not after." A plaintiff cannot plead a patent
infgement claim fit and then conduct the necessar investigation afer the complaint is fied)9

If the plàintiff fais to conduct an adequate prefiing investigation, Rule 11 is violated, even if it later
tus out that the accused products actualy infrnge

the patent.20 Rule 11 was amended in 1983 to provide
that if a Rule 11 violation is found, the imposition of

comparson to the patent claims."
The initiator of the prior action must honestly

believe in its possible merits; and, in light of the facts,
that belief must be objectively reasonable. The test

generaly applied is whether, upon the appeaances
presented, a reasonably prudent man would have instituted or continued the proceedig.24 The only facts
that are material to the question of probable cause are
those that were known to the defendant prior to fig

sanctions is mandatory.

The appropriate sanction when a litigant fails to
conduct a pre-fiing investigation is limited to the reasonable expenses and fees incured by the defendant.21
In the

litigation context, probable cause requies a reasonable pre-fiing investigation of the accused product in

Eon-Net cae, the cour awarded $141,984.70 in

sanctions. Here, the patentee's settement schedule
was based on defendant's anual sales: $25,000 for
sales less than $3,000,000, $50,000 for sales between

$3,000,000 and $20,000,000, and $75,000 for sales
between $20,000,000 and $100,000,000. Because the
sanctions imposed in the Eon-Net case were limited to
'that cae, two
the costs incured by the defendant in
settlements in other caes falg in the upper range
of $75,000 would be suffcient to offset the sanctions

that were imposed.

the malicious lawsuit.2s Therefore, even if subsequent
discovery might uncover evidence that could support

a fiding of probable cause, it would be of no avai
in the defense of a malicious prosecution suit. In the
Verve, LLC v. Hypercom Corp. cae, the cour excluded

the testimony of two expert offered by the patentee,
because the expert had conducted their own after-thefact investigations afer the patent lawsuits had aleady

been termated, and did not base their opinons on
inormation that was known to the patentee before the
patent inngement caes were fied.

Malce
As seen in Cullison v. City of Peoria, malce ca be
inferred from a lack of probable cause.26 The malice

Malcious Prosecution
Provides Remedies That Can
Make a Patent Litigation
Extortion Scheme Unprofitable
If a patent infngement action is fied without an
adequate pre-fiing investigation, it may give rise to a

malicious prosecution claim in favor of the accused

infrnger. A malicious prosecution claim exists
when a defendant "instituted a civi action which
4

element in a civi malicious prosecution action does

not require proof of intent to injure. Instead, a plàintiff must prove that the intiator of the action priar-

ily used the action for a purpose other than that of
securng the proper adjudication of the clàim. The
element of malice can be proven by showig that the

defendant fied the previous lawsuit for an improper
purose, such as "forc(ing) a settement upon an
unwing opponent."27
In the Verve, LLC v. Hypercom Corp. case, the
court said, "Here, malice is established by the
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counter-defendants' wholly insuffcient pre-filing
investigation of the ingement claims; representing
Verve as the proper patent owner knowing Omron
held substantial rights in the patents; continuing to

purue clàims in varous jursdictions once it was
established that it lacked standig; and the tactic of

Who Is Liable?
An instigator of a lawsuit can be held liable as an
intiator, even if the action was not fied in the instigator's name. This includes the lawyers and law fi
that fied the malcious patent lawsuit,31 Corporate

offcers may be liable if they personaly paricipated

fig multiple lawsuits in multiple jursdictions with-

in the aleged malcious prosecution,32 In the Verve,

out a reasonable explanation for doing SO."28

LLC v. Hypercom Corp. case, the lawyers for the patent

holdig company were held liable on the malcious

Favorable Termation of

prosecution clài.

Pror Lawsuit
Termnation of the prior lawsuit has not occurred
for purposes of a malicious prosecution if an appeal
is stil pending.29 When the prior case ends without
adjudication on the merits, there may be an issue of
fact concerning the question of whether the prior

proceedings ended in a maner favorable to the
defendant accused of patent infngement in the
prior proceeding. The fact finder is required to look
at the substance of how the prior proceeding terminated in order to determe whether it was favorable. When a terminatiøn or dismissal indicates, in
some fashion, that the accused is innocent of wrongdoing it is a favorable termination. However, if it is
merely a procedural or technical dismissal it is not
favorable.

on the merits the existence of a "favorable

termination" of the prior proceeding gener-

aly must be found in the substance rather
than the form of prior events and often

involves questions of fact. In such cases . . .
it will be necessar to determine what actualy occurred. If the action was dismissed
because of voluntary withdrawal or aban-

donment by the plàintiff, the finder of fact
may well determine that this was, in effect, a
confession that' the case was without merit.
However, there may be many reasons, other

than lack of merit, for such withdrawal or
abandonment. For instance, the plaintiff
might have had insuffcient funds to pursue
the action or could have decided that a possible recovery was not worth the cost, pecu-

niary or emotional, of litigating; the plaintiff
might have decided to forgive and forget or
the defendant may have paid smar money
or taken other measures, such as apology, to
assuage plaintiffs anger. None of these factors alone may be determinative, and thus it
may actualy be necessary to try a case withn
the case, as is often done in legal malpractice
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In an action for malcious prosecution, the plàin-

tiff may recover actual and compensatory damages

covering both pecunar and non-pecunar losses.
Recoverable damages include the costs of defending the prior action, including reasonable attorney

fees. Damages also may include compensation for

injur to character and reputation, includig injur
to social or business standig in the community, and

compensation for mental sufering and humiation
resulting from the intiation and prosecution of the
prior action.

The level of proof requied for provig attorney fees
as an element of damages on a clài for malcious

prosecution is not the same as what is requied when
a par makes a detaied fee application. The reason-

(W)here there has been no adjudication

claims.30

Damages

ableness of the attorney fees that were paid does not
necessary have to be shown by direct testimony.33
In the case of Haswell v. Liberty Mutual Insurance
Co., the defendant chalenged a jur verdict awarding damages for malcious prosecution on grounds

that the "plaintiff offered no evidence that the fee was
reasonable."34 The tral cour admtted evidence of

attorney fees pàid as a result of the malicious lawsuit.
Noting that "(o)ther jursdictions passing on ths precise issue have held that payment of attorney fees in a
malcious prosecution action by the plàintiff is prima
facie evidence of the reasonableness of sàid fees," the

cour said:

Defendants lien this case to those concernng
medical expenses where our cour have gen-

eraly held that in order to recover for medical

expenses incured there must be substantial
evidence that such expenses were reasonable
and necessar. However, the caes cited prop-

erly recognze that such proof may be made
by inerence from the circumstaces, and

that payment of a bil for such servces should
properly be considered some substatial evidence of the reasonableness of the charge. The

rationale of these ruings is plain. Where no
evidence of collusion or bad fàith appears, the
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cour and the jur are entitled to presume and
ascribe honest motives, good faith and right

partes agreed to a fee equal to the sum of the
executor's fees plus a bequest of $ 2,000. The

conduct in the preparation and submission of

fee agreed upon by the parties is some evi-

the bil. Based upon the common experience
of everyday life, the jur may infer that people

dence of the reasonable value of the servces,
and the jury could accept this evidence.38

do not pay bils where the reaonableness of
the charge is disputed. This rationale would
appear to be particularly applicable in situa-

tions such as the case before us. There could
be no clear expectation of recoverig the
amount paid because such recovery is entirely

contingent on the outcome of the second suit.
Thus, the likelihood of collusion is remote. We
therefore hold that suffcient evidence of rea-

sonableness was presented here. Of coure, if

the reasonableness of the amount charged is
disputed, the defendant remains free to attack
the reasonableness of the charge by evidence,

arguent or both.3s

In the absence of evidence of collusion or bad faith,
the fact that the attorney fees were actualy pàid is
suffcient to establish a prima facie case of reason-

ableness, unless it is obvious that the fees paid are

Puntive damages may be recoverable in an appropriate case, but in malicious prosecution, proof of the

tort does not automaticay justify an award of puntive damages. Somethg more is required in order
to establish the requisite state of mind. The standard
for punitive daages may var in different states, but
generally, a fiding of "malice" on a malicious prosecution claim wi not be suffcient, standing alone,
to support an award of punitive damages. This is
because malice may be inerred from a lack of probable cause, which might be based on conduct that is
not necessary willfu.
Putive damages are proper if a defendant intended
to cause injury his wrongfu conduct was motivated by
spite or il wi, or he acted to serve his own interests,

havig reason to know and consciously disregarding
a substantial risk that his conduct might significantly

excessive.36 The defendant is free to attck the reason-

injure the rights of others.39 This may be established
by the defendant's express statements or inferred from

ableness of the attorney fees and to offer any evidence

the defendant's expressions, conduct, or objectives.

it may have of collusion, bad faith, unreasonableness,
or lack of causation.
In Bar/in v. Bar/in,37 the cour specificay rejected
the contention that expert testimony is required on

However, if the standard for imposition of punitive damages is met, the fact finder may consider the
tota har caused by the patentee in assessing pun-

tive damages, plus the extent to which the patentee

the reasonableness of the attorney fees claimed as

profited from its unawf conduct. In the Verve, LLC

damages in a malicious prosecution suit. Accordig
to the Bar/in court, "proof of the reasonable value of

v. Hypercom Corp. case, the company sued for patent

legal servces by expert testimony, whie admissible, is
not indispensable in establishing the value thereof."

The cour held that it was not error to submit the
issue to the jur based on testimony as to the amount
of attorney fees that the plaintiff paid in defense of the
malcious action. The Bar/in cour quoted the following passage from another Californa case on point:

It is contended by appellant that there is no
evidence of the reasonable value of the services rendered by Wheeler, and, therefore,
the judgment must be reversed. In so argug

appellant assumes that expert testimony is
essential to establish the reasonable value of
an attorney's servces. This assumption is not

justified. Whe expert testimony is admssible, it is neither essential nor conclusive,

and the cour or jur may disregard it entirely.

prosecution and abuse of process. Th~ record showed
that the patentee had succeeded in collecting a tota of
more than $900,000 in settlements from other defen-

dants, and the ultimate result succeeded in making
the overa scheme unprofitable. The Hypercom cae
also appears to be the fit case in which a patent troll

has been found liable for malicious prosecution and
abuse of process.

Federal Preemption
Federal patent law does not preempt state law
clàims for malicious prosecution, based upon patent
infngement actions fied without probable cause and
with the requisite malice.4o

Conclusion

In the instat case the natue and extent of

Because liability for malicious prosecution can

the servces were in evidence. Moreover, the

expose the guilty par to both compensatory damages

testimony of the witness Shea shows that the

6

infrngement ultimately succeeded in recovering a
tota of $2.26 miion based on its claims for malcious

and puntive damages, a malcious prosecution claim
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can be a sufcient deterrent to litigation extorton
schemes involvig multiple lawsuits, where the risk of

which the defendants choose to sette. The Hypercom
case sets a precedent for establishi liabilty for mal-

Rule 11 sanctions in any given lawsuit may be offset
by the prospect of obtang payoffs in other cases in

cious prosecution where pàtent ingement lawsuits

1. Conley v. Gibson, 3SS U.S. 41, 45-6 (19S7).
2. Asal Glass Co. v. Pentech Phans., Inc., 289 E Supp. 2d 986, 99S (ND

not been conducted, attorney wi not be shielded frm sanctions by

2003).

il.

3. Bell Atlantic Coip. v. Twombly, 127 S. Ct. 19S5, 1966-1967 (2007).
4. Eon-Net, L.P, v. Flagsta Bancoip, Inc., 239 ERD. 609, 616 (W.O. Wash.

are fied against defendants without probable cause. '

"the stroke of luck that the document happened to be justied"); Vista
Manufctug, Inc. v. Trac-4 Inc., 131 F.RD. 134, 138 (N.D. Ind. 1990)
("A shot in the dark is a sanctonable event, even if it somehow hits the

mark.").

21. Eon-Net, P.L, No. COS-2129MJ, 2006 U.S. Dist. LES 9173S, at *7-8

2006).
S. Verve LLC v. Hypercom Coip., No. CV-OS-036S-PHX-FJM, 2006 U.S.

Dist. LEXS S8398 (D.Arz. Aug. 16, 2006).

(W.O. Wash. Dec. 19, 2006) ("An awar of attorney fees puruat to
Rule 11 is lited to expenses and fees reasonably necessar to reist

the offendig action.").

6. Id.
7. AntoiuoUS v Spaldig & Even£o Co., 27S E 3d 1066, 1074 (Fed Cir

2002). "(AJn attorney violates Rule 11(b)(3) when an objectvely rea-

22. Verve, LLC v. Hypercom Coip., No. CV-OS-036S-PHX-FJM, 2006 U.S.

Dist. LEXS S8398, at *6-7 (D. Ar. Aug. 16,2006).

sonable attorney would not believe, based on some actu evidence

23. Id.

uncovered durg the prefig investigation, that each clai litation

24. Slade v. City of Phoeni, 112 Arz. 298, 301, S41 P.2d SSO, SS3 (197S).

reads on the accued device either literay or under the docte of
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